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In the above-mentioned paper, the second author showed that proper quasigroups of all prime
power orders exist which satisfy the left conjugacy-closed condition [(xy)/x]z = x · y(x \ z) (or the
right conjugacy-closed condition) for loops. However, the quasigroups which he constructed have a
universal right identity.
We now show, more generally, that every quasigroup which satisfies the left conjugacy-closed
condition for loops (LCC condition for loops) has a universal right identity. Similarly, every quasigroup
which satisfies the right conjugacy-closed condition for loops has a universal left identity. It follows
that a quasigroup which satisfies both the LCC condition (for loops) and the RCC condition for loops
is itself a loop. (Contrast the fact that proper conjugacy-closed quasigroups do exist, proved in the
above-mentioned paper.)
This result was first proved by the first author of this addendum [communication from A. Drapal].
It was also suspected to be true by the second author to whom this short proof is due.
Theorem. Every quasigroup which satisfies the left conjugacy-closed condition for loops has a universal
right identity.
Proof. The LCC condition for loops may be written as (xy)R−1x · z = x(y · zL−1x ). Put zL−1x = ey, where
(in Belousov’s notation) fu and eu respectively denote the left and right local identities for the element
u. Then z = xey and we get (xy)R−1x · (xey) = xy.
If (xy)R−1x = v, then v(xey) = vx so xey = x by left cancellation and thence ey = ex. Since x and y
are arbitrary elements, there is a universal right identity, say e.
By a dual argument, a quasigroup which satisfies the RCC condition for loops has a universal left
identity, say f . Therefore, if a quasigroup satisfies both conditions, we have e = fe = f and so such a
quasigroup is a loop. 
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